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Our Conception of Social Justice  
Introductory Notes  

• Our BSW program prepares students for generalist practice while our MSW program has a clinical 
specialization. The following ideas and plans about social justice will be applied in ways that 
correspond with the focus of each program.  

• In addition, these definitions and goals may change as we continue to grow and learn and as we 
respond to changes to the higher education landscape, and changes in scholarly, socio-political, 
cultural, and activist thinking. This document is ever evolving, and it reflects our current thinking 
about the current landscape.  

• As faculty, we are in process with this work. The following is an articulation of our goals and 
commitments. However, we are not there yet.  Our curriculum will be revised on an ongoing basis, 
and our faculty constantly strives to learn more, so that we can achieve the goals stated on the 
following pages. Sometimes we succeed and sometimes we fail, but we continue trying. This is a 
lifetime of work, and we will not ever be done with it. We are always working to live up to the 
aspirational goals and values described in the following sections.   

• Finally, although this document focuses on our curriculum, we have also been incorporating a 
social justice analysis to the implicit (non-curricular) aspects of our program. This includes 
admission and enrollment, advising, course scheduling, hiring, mentoring, scholarships and 
allocation of resources, etc.  

Our Four-Facet Framework   
The Social Work Department is committed to integrating a social justice lens throughout our programs.  
We understand social justice as a concept involving multiple dimensions. As such, we integrate four 
central facets of Social justice:  

(1) an Equity Lens,   

(2) Anti-Oppressive Analysis and Practice,   
(3) Critical Pedagogy,  and   

(4) Decolonizing Framework.  
In the following pages, we describe each of these four facets. 

Social Justice Facet #1: EQUITY LENS  
In this department, the concept of justice is examined through the lens of equity, rather than equality.  
While equality guarantees equal rights and access under the law, it does not address the reality that 
some people need more than others, or have been denied equal access throughout history. On the other 
hand, equity is concerned with addressing need and restitution, rather than mere equality. Equity 
requires equality under the law but also requires the remedying of material hardships. Equity involves 
economic, political, social, and human rights and opportunities.    
Our Department operates from the assumption that social justice is not measured merely by legal 
equality or by simply an equal distribution of social and economic goods.  Yes, social justice includes 
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also provide benefits to those with more privilege. Centering the margins is the commitment to 
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ensures that students understand the inequities at micro, mezzo and macro levels, and how it 
impacts an individual or community’s 
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requirements of evidence-based practice can stifle or prohibit the ingenuity and creativity needed to 
develop programs for them. Therefore, we teach students to think about ways that interventions can 
be adapted and developed. We also teach students to consider other research-informed 
interventions and promising practices.   
We teach students about clinical skills from a place of curiosity and compassion - understanding 
that just as individuals, families, and communities have unique reactions to systems of oppression, 
students also may have unique reactions to learning the material. We believe that students should 
be equipped with a wide range of therapeutic tools in order to provide choice in their practice. 
What may provide regulation, connection, and calm for one, may be triggering and dysregulating 
for another. The on-going impact of systems of oppression cannot be ignored in every aspect of 
clinical work and therefore a trauma sensitive approach is woven through courses. We work to 
destigmatize social work and mental health by both understanding the complex systems within we 
are living in and our natural reactions to those systems. We consider how harm happens in each 
system in unique ways for different people in unique ways. We, along with students, challenge 
ourselves to find many different ways to connect.   
Because critical self-reflection is an integral component of anti-oppressive practice, student have 
opportunities to self-reflect on not only the material presented, but on how the material sits with 
students and how reactions are often connected with the lens of our experience. Our goal is for this 
self-reflection to be done with compassion and patience and to be on-going throughout the program 
in a supportive environment and a life-long practice. We understand that ultimately this helps us to 
show up authentically in our work.   

Social Justice Facet #3: CRITICAL PEDAGOGY   

3A – Our philosophy of teaching centers social justice-focused content and process.  
• The department’s commitment to social justice is carried into teaching and learning; as such, 

educational content and process must be congruent with each other.   
• Deeply influenced by Freire’s (1970) critical pedagogy, the department strives to foster an equitable 

environment where students and instructors co-construct critical knowledge.  We believe that 
students’ own lived experiences and life knowledge can help inform class d
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3C – We believe that students should be exposed to a range of theories that foster critical 
thinking.   

• We believe that there is no one all-purpose theoretical approach to our practice.  Understanding the 
strengths and limitations of multiple theories will give students a range of perspectives and options 
from which to draw in their academic work and in their practice.   

As are result of the above, we are committed to doing the following in our classrooms:  
• The department fosters critical and complex thinking in students through its education, and this 

principle is infused and explicitly present throughout the curriculum. In order to foster critical 
thinking skills, instructors encourage students to question what may be taken for granted/normalized 
and what may be silenced or “othered” in all aspects of learning, including textbooks, articles, and 
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• We encourage students to consider theories that look critically at how society is constructed, as well 
as how knowledge is produced and disseminated.  For instance, Critical Race Theory puts race at the 
center of critical analysis, by focusing on how endemic and pervasive racism is in society and its 
institutions, and emphasizes multiple and varied voices of people of color (Williams, 1991). 
Similarly, feminist theories, Marxist theories, queer theory, postcolonial theory, and other critical 
theories also focus on structural analyses of society, while elevating the voices and lived experiences 
of various marginalized groups. Our classes may combine these critical theories with more dominant 
social work theoretical frameworks to help students develop complex and nuanced theoretical 
understandings of their work from multiple perspectives.     

• Theories are not assumed to be authoritative or unequivocal but understood as always evolving and 
enriched by diverse perspectives of participants. Thus, the department encourages students to engage 
in deep interrogation of knowledge paradigms and contextual examination of relevant theories. The 
emphasis is not on finding the “right” theory that works for every case but rather on critical 
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against public and private colonizing projects, and seeks to remove often subtle vestiges of 
colonization from theory and practice (p. 7).  
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marginalization and internalized racism for students of color, and upholds the worldviews, knowledge 
bases, and experiences of dominant white society.   
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• Finally, for all of the above reasons, the Social Work Department has made an explicit 
commitment to representational equity in our curriculum. At least 50% of the learning 
materials* in all Social Work classes will reflect:  

• non-dominant perspectives  
• knowledge and authorship of people of color  

• knowledge and authorship of other marginalized populations.   
* - “Learning materials” are defined as: required and suggested readings, videos, guest speakers, and exercises.    
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